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1. A square guide (a=2.5cms) filled with loss less dielectric material ( &, = 4 ) is excited at 75% of 

cut-off. At what distance along the guide is the signal strength reduced to 1% of the excitation if the 

guide operates in the i) TE10 ii) TE12 modes. (5) 

2. Find the Q factor for a short circuited ~ line with low loss and high Q factor. Line has a 

characteristic impedance Z0 , propagation constant fJ, attenuation constant a . (5) 

3. A resonator is constructed from a 3.0 em length of 100 nair filled coaxial line shorted at one end 
and terminated with a capacitor at the other end. Draw the full circuit diagram representing the 

coaxial line by means of two thick lines. 
i) determine the capacitor value to achieve the lowest order resonance at 6 GHz 
ii) now assume that loss is introduced by placing a I 0000 n resistor in parallel with the capacitor. 

Calculate the Q of this modified resonator. (6) 

4. a) Describe the two valley model theory of Ridley-Watkins-Hilsum for GaAs and derive a 

condition for negative resistance in terms of mobilities and charged carrier densities. 

b) Discuss the various modes of operation of the GaAs Gunn diode as an oscillator. 

c) What are the differences between GaAs and InP diodes? (1 0) 

5. a) Derive the expression for power loss in the walls of a rectangular waveguide per unit length of 

d. . d b . h H A (Jr XJ -j/3 z h f3 . h . 1mens10ns a an given t at z = 10 cos ----;;-- e w ere IS t e propagation constant 

along the waveguide. 
b) An air-filled waveguide has dimensions a= 2.286 em and b = 1.016 em. What is the attenuation 

per meter at 10 GHz operating frequency. Given that conductivity a of the walls is 5.8 x 10
7 

S/m. 
(1 0) 

6. a) Which mode of a circular wave guide has the lowest cut off frequency? Justify your answer with 

the help of the following tables 
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